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Abstract

In the multimedia context, an avatar is the visual
representation of the self in a virtual world. It is desir-
able to incorporate personal information, such as an
image of face, about the user into the avatar. To this
end we have developed an algorithm which can auto-
matically extract a face from an image, modify it, char-
acterize it in terms of high-level properties, and ap-
ply it to the creation of a personalized avatar. The al-
gorithm has been tested on several hundred facial im-
ages, including many taken under uncontrolled acqui-
sition conditions, and found to exhibit satisfactory per-
formance for immediate practical use.

Introduction

The term avatar, originally from Hindu mythology,
refers to the temporary body a god inhabits while visit-
ing earth. In virtual communities, it now describes the
user’s visual embodiment in cyberspace [1].

Cyberspace avatars can be as simple as an icon or
as complex as a fully rendered and textured 3D model.
Regardless, they play an identical role, which is to
represent the user’s likeness. Avatars may be distin-
guished from intelligent agents and other digital life
forms in that they are specifically designed to convey a
personal image to other users. Loosely speaking, they
are similar to the nicknames used in text-based chat
environments and their general function is to create a
memorable impression of a particular user in a virtual

community. In real life, one may recognize without
hesitation a colleague by his/her external features such
as body size, facial features, hair color or a particular
style of prescription glasses. Ideally, recognition of a
user’s avatar by the other members of a specific virtual
community should be similarly facile.

It seems clear that end-users must be able to cus-
tomize their own avatar in order to truly differentiate
it from those of other users. Currently, simple sys-
tems employ a library of generic bodies, body parts and
accessories for avatar creation. While these systems
do allow generation of interesting looking virtual crea-
tures, the limited customization does not allow repre-
sentation of the user likeness or personality. The face
is one of the most easily recognizable, characteristic
and expressive features of the human body and it seems
natural to attempt to integrate it into the avatar itself.

Imagine for a moment, a virtual art exhibition in
which whole classrooms of students could partake at a
time with their teacher or a docent. The ability to rec-
ognize each participant by their face, just as in a real-
life tour, could be advantageous to the virtual tour ex-
perience in many ways. For example, students could
easily recognize their teacher or friends from the ap-
pearance of the avatar.

Egaokun: An Avatar Creation System

Photo-realistic self-representation is now easier
with the advent of multimedia computers equipped
with digital cameras and peripherals such as scan-
ners. However, raw unedited images, with irrelevant



backgrounds, are not convincing representations The
system we propose here, which we call the Egaokun
Automatic Avatar Building Tool, proposes to cus-
tomize avatars by using face recognition technology
to process raw images of the face. Egaokun finds
the face within the digital image and positions a grid
on specific facial markers which can then be used to
creatively manipulate the facial features. The latter
feature may find use in applications where a true
likeness is not necessary or desired (for example, in
playful situations) or where the user wishes to increase
his distinctiveness by caricaturization, or accentuate
emotions conveyed in the original picture.

A further design feature which we consider to be
desirable is the ability to embody some intelligence
about the face being processed. An automatic seman-
tic analysis of the face into facial categories, empowers
the system to generate intelligent suggestions of avatar
body type. Important facial characteristics are, for ex-
ample, male or female, child or adult, “race” (for want
of a better word for what is essentially a fuzzy set) and
emotional state at the time the picture was taken.

Egaokun not only attempts to convey a photo-
realistic but also a “Kansei-realistic” image of the user.
Kansei is a Japanese word which is somewhat diffi-
cult to translate. Kansei sometimes refers to emo-
tions, feelings or senses. It can also define what in en-
glish is called “presence”. Certain individuals make a
greater impression on those around them than others.
In Japanese such people are said to have strong “kan-
sei” [3].

A important design feature of the Egaokun system
is rapidity of use. In a few seconds a user’s picture
is filtered, the region containing the face is extracted
and registered with an adaptable grid, facial attributes
are classified and semantic labels attached to the face
and finally the system suggests an interesting looking
avatar body to the user. Swiftness and ease of operation
would undoubtedly be of great advantage in an any vir-
tual reality application requiring the timely acquisition
of facial information.

The possibility to creatively manipulate the orig-
inal image in order to create memorable picture of
“strong kansei” is another advantage of this system.
Through the use of spatial deformation and/or morph-
ing with other images, users can create caricature, anti-
caricature or fictionalize characters based on their feel-

ings or simply depending on which virtual environ-
ment they intend to visit. To draw on the virtual art ex-
hibition example again, the teacher, in this case, could
morph in Salvador Dali while quoting him or explain-
ing a particular work or aspect of his life and career.
This would dramatically enhance the presentation and
certainly create a memorable event for the students.

Automatic Face Processing System

To customize a generic avatar model, the user’s spe-
cific personal information needs to be acquired. This
paper is concerned with the addition of an individual
face to a generic avatar body. However, the techniques
we discuss here can in principle be extended to the
aquisition and processing of other types of image in-
formation to the customization of an avatar model.

The acquisition and use of facial information in a
multimedia application should be automatic, requiring
as little user intervention as possible. Most current face
processing software, such as morphing algorithms, for
example, require laborious input of registration points
on the image in order to establish a point-by-point cor-
respondence mapping between the input face and a
model. This procedure is impractical for programs
where avatar generation is not the end goal, but only a
part of a larger multimedia system. In order for the sys-
tem we envisage here to achieve widespread popularity
its ease of use much be such that a user should be able
to sit down in front of a multimedia computer, select a
few options, and see a personalized avatar appear in the
application program. The main bottleneck in achieving
this design goal is the problem of localizing the head
and face and registering a grid with the facial features.
A further design feature which we consider desirable
is that an avatar creation tool should embody some de-
gree of intelligence about the face being extracted from
the input image. Is the face male or female face? Child
or adult? Does the face display a pleasant mood or an
unpleasant one? This semantic level information may
be used to adapt properties or parameters of the avatar
model to further customize it to the user. In this pa-
per we describe automatic techniques for solving both
the problem of localizing the face and its features in
the image and extracting high-level semantic meaning
about the face in a picture. An image is input to the
video interface, the face is localized and cut from the
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image, using pattern recognition techniques, it is then
semantically labelled in terms of several facial charac-
teristics, and finally blended (after optional manipula-
tion) with an avatar model whose properties may de-
pend on the semantic labels and/or further input from
the user. For a schematic of the Egaokun avatar gen-
eration system, see figure 1. Two stages of the face
processing algorithm required to accomplish this may
be distinguished. One stage localizes the head in the
image and registers a grid with the face’s internal fea-
tures for accurate cutting and further image manipu-
lations such as warping, morphing or caricaturization.
In the second distinct stage of processing, the face is
classified according to sex, “race” (for want of a better
word to describe what is essentially a fuzzy set), and fa-
cial expression. A schematic of the Egaokun modules
concerned with face processing may be found in figure
2. Both the positioning and classification stages make
use of on an image representation based on the Gabor
wavelet transform. The use of this representation in
various image processing and computer vision applica-
tions was originally proposed by Daugman (for exam-
ple, see [2]). The psychological plausibilty of the Ga-
bor representation, which is important in its application
to human-computer interface technology and content
retrieval facial databases has been studied by Lyons
et al. [6, 7]. To summarize briefly the advantages of
the Gabor representation for vision applications: Ga-
bor filters have minimum joint uncertainty in space and
spatial frequency. This allows a good representation
of spatial frequency structure, or texture, about an ap-
proximate location in the image.
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The following sections describe the functioning of
the face processing algorithms used by the Egaokun
avatar creation system. The first section, upon which
the other sections depend, defines the representation
in terms of Gabor filter responses. The second sec-
tion discusses the labelled elastic graph matching al-
gorithm (LEGM) for finding the head and registering
a grid with the internal features of the face. The third
section describes systems for the automatic semantic
labelling of the face with a high-level description.

Gabor Representation of a Facial Image

In this section the Gabor wavelet representation of
a facial image is described. A detailed discussion
of the complex-valued two dimensional Gabor trans-
form has been given by Daugman [2]. Each image is
transformed using a bank of multiple spatial resolu-
tion, multiple angular orientation two-dimensional Ga-
bor wavelet filters (examples are given in Fig. 3). Typ-
ically 3 or 4 spatial frequency resolution levels and 6
orientations are used. For each filter, the complex Ga-
bor transform of the image is made up of sine and co-
sine parts corresponding to even- and odd-phased fil-
tering functions. In the equations below, Y�Z[(\ ] andYZ[(\&^ , are even and odd phase filters respectively. filter

wave-vector, _` , determines the spatial frequency and
orientation tuning. Responses of the filters to the in-

put image a are calculated by convolution of the image
with the Gabor functions: Responses of the filters to
the image were combined into a vector, b , with com-
ponents given by:

c Z[(\ dfe _g(h(iKjlk Y Z[m\ dne _g(h1o _g	i a e _g�i8p _g�o
where,

Y�Z[(\ ]Ue _g	iKj `%qr qPs ^P[�tQu Zv ^ Zv�w u�t�x q�y t eVz|{�}�e _`�~ e _g%� _g2h�i�iQ� s ^ y t>x q iQo
Y Z[(\&^ e _g�iRj ` qr q s ^P[�t�u Zv ^ Zv�w u�t�x q�y t }(���Re _`D~ e _g�� _g h i�iQ�

In these equations, the integral of the cosine Gabor fil-
ter, s ^ y t x q , is subtracted from the filter to render it in-
sensitive to the local changes in the level of illumina-
tion. It is desirable for the representation to be fairly
stable against changes in image conditions which are
irrelevant to the purpose of the algorithm. The sine fil-
ter is spatially odd and does not depend on the abso-
lute illumination level. Spatial frequencies are spaced
at octaves, with the highest frequency set at half the
Nyquist sampling frequency for the image. For ex-
ample, when 3 spatial frequency levels were used the
wavenumbers take values:

` j��W� q o�� �Oo�� �H� , measured
in inverse pixels. The parameter r j�� was used in
all calculations giving each filter a bandwidth approx-
imately equal to an octave, independent of frequency
level. The wave-vector orientations were spaced at
equal intervals of � � from � to � . Though not it is
not critical for the present discussion, these parame-
ters are derived from experimentally measured prop-
erties of visual cortex receptive fields in primates and
cats [4]. Hence this set of parameters may exhibit cer-
tain advantages for coding naturally occurring images,
however discussion of this topic is beyond the scope of
this article.

The filter responses as calculated with the above
equations are sensitive to position changes on the scale
of the wavelength of that filter. To smooth out rapid
oscillations in the Gabor representation as image po-
sition is changed, the cosine and sine filter responses
are combined into a single real number, the amplitude
of the complex Gabor transform for a given filter at a
spatial point in the image using the formula:

c Z[ j� c q Z[(\ ]�� c q Z[(\&^ . This non-linear function is the ana-

logue of complex cells of the primary visual cortex [8]
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which constitute the majority of outputs of that struc-
ture. Thus in this representation, for each pixel in the
image, there is a set of positive real numbers corre-
sponding to the amplitudes of the responses of the filter
bank, which characterize the multiscale texture around
that point. For convenience we can think of these num-
bers as a list or response vector _c . The image is then
replaced with a two dimensional array of lists. This
representation is used both in localization of the face
and its features, and in semantic classification of the
face. For many applications the phase information in
the transform is not used.

Facial Grid Registration

Our aim is to add or blend an image of the user’s
face with a generic avatar model. In addition, the user
may wish to first modify the image of the face with var-
ious manipulations such as morphing, warping, carica-
turization, anti-caricaturization or otherwise. The first
requirement requires knowledge of the location of the
head in the input image and an accurate positioning of
the borders of the face so that it may be cut from the
image and applied to the model. As for the second
requirement, most image manipulations require regis-
tration of a grid with the internal features of the face
with varying degrees of precision. For morphing or
caricaturization, a detailed grid must be put into corre-
spondence with the facial features, whereas for warp-
ing an image an approximately positioned rectangular
grid often suffices. For head localization and facial grid
registration, the Egaokun system uses an algorithm re-

lated to the labelled elastic graph matching (LEGM)
approach taken by the Malsburg group [5]. Here we
will review LEGM and introduce features specific to
our implementation. A labelled graph is specified as
the graph configuration given by the coordinates of the
nodes of the facial grid, see Fig. 4, with the values of
the response vector _c , defined above, for each node.

LEGM casts the problem of positioning and distort-
ing the grid to match the face as an optimization prob-
lem. The function to be optimized is the similarity of
the labelled graph at a particular position and configu-
ration in the input image with a stored graph or set of
stored graphs in which grids have been manually reg-
istered with example faces. Similarity between two re-
sponse vectors _c6�

and _c q is given by the normed dot
product between the two:

� ����e _c6� o _c q iKj _c6���_c q� _c6� �,� _c q �
Similarity between two labelled graphs is the average
of this vector similarity over corresponding nodes of
the facial graph. This is essentially a measure of the
filter response amplitude at corresponding spatial fre-
quency, orientation, and position on the grid.

For the implementation of LEGM used in Egaokun
a set of five example faces were manually registered
with facial graphs. To test a trial configuration of the
graph, for each node of the input graph, the response
vector with highest similarity is chosen from the five
example labelled graphs at the same node. In this way
a composite graph is built up, taking response vectors
from different example graphs. The similarity is aver-
aged over all nodes of the graph structure.

The space of graph positions and configurations can
be searched in a fashion similar to gradient descent. At
each trial configuration the maximum similarity with
the example stack is computed in the fashion described
above. The space is first searched for optimal position
and scale (a 3 parameter search). Finally, when greater
precision is needed for a given image manipulation, in-
dividual nodes are allowed to move locally distorting
the grid so that it fits the particular face. For some ap-
plications a 3 parameter fit of a rectangular grid are suf-
ficient for extracting a picture of the face, for simple
manipulations such as warping, and for many classifi-
cation problems (sex and “race”). Greater graph regis-
tration precision is required if the face is to morphed,



caricatured or if detailed information about the facial
expression is to be estimated.

The graph positioning system has been tested on
hundreds of images under varying lighting, pose and
background conditions. In approximately 98% of
cases in our database, the positioning was accurate
enough for the purposes of avatar creation.

Facial Semantic Attribute Estimation

Our second design goal for the Egaokun system is
to embody in the system a degree of intelligence about
what kind of face is being processed. Fortunately, for
some facial attributes this is not as difficult as one may
think. It turns out that in the Gabor face representa-
tion faces sharing certain characteristics are clustered
together in the similarity space. This is illustrated in
figures 5 and 6 which show clustering due to sex and
“race” (Fig. 5) and facial expression (Fig. 6). These
figures show a low dimensional projection of the simi-
larity space between faces calculated using the labelled
graph similarity measure defined above. This projec-
tion was found using multi-dimensional scaling (for
example, see [9]) which embeds the objects in a eu-
clidean space such that the distance between objects
preserves, as much as possible, the rank ordering of
the similarities between objects. These figures suggest
that it should be possible to classify the input faces on
the basis of their representation in the Gabor response
vector labelled graph representation. Like the graph
positioning scheme, the approach to semantic attribute
estimation taken here is also example-based. Once a
graph is registered with a face, the shape information
contained in the filter response coefficients can be used
to estimate properties of the face. Two types of classi-
fier can be considered. In one type of classifier a mul-
tilayer perceptron network may be trained using super-
vised learning with example labelled graphs from faces
which have been hand classified. The suitability of this
scheme for expression recognition from Gabor coded
facial images has been studied by Zhang et al. [11].

The method used by the Egaokun system is simpler
but effective. An input facial graph is compared di-
rectly with example graphs which have been labelled
with semantic attributes. This technique is derived
from a procedure discussed by Wiskott [10]. For
the Egaokun demonstration we constructed an exam-
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ple stack with facial graphs semantically labelled with
the binary attributes of sex (male or female), “race”
(Japanese or Caucasian), and expression (smile or no
smile). For each node, the three most similar response
vectors are retrieved from the stack along with the cor-
responding semantic labels. A voting algorithm (the
local, node based vote) is used to determine the esti-
mate for the facial attribute at that node in the graph.
The procedure is repeated for all nodes in the graph,
yielding an attribute graph. The majority semantic la-
bel (the global, graph vote) is the estimate of the facial
attribute for the input image.

Using a dataset consisting of 46 Japanese male and
46 Japanese female neutral faces taking under con-
trolled lighting conditions, performance of the system
on sex classification was 90 % correct responses.

As a further test of the system we demonstrated the
Egaokun avatar creation system during an Open House
event held at ATR. This represents a realistic, rather
uncontrolled test of the system: pose was fairly un-
controlled; lighting variable; and the background open,
changeing as people walked past the exhibit. Images
had to be acquired and processed in a few seconds.
More than 150 people tested the system with satisfac-
tory results: the graph positioning failure rate was sta-
ble (at about 2 %) while the total classification perfor-
mance on all categories was 80 %. In practice, a fail-
ure of the system on classification (eg. classification of
a man as a woman or a Japanese as a Caucasian) pro-
duced humourous results which added to the entertain-
ment value of the demo. Higher correct performance
may be attainable with algorithm optimization, which
we have not yet extensively explored.

In figure 7, we show an example output of the
Egaokun avatar creation system. An image of a male
face of Japanese background and neutral expression
was input to the system. The head has been located,
registered and applied to an avatar body automati-
cally chosen to correspond to these three attribute cate-
gories: a Sumo wrestler’s body. The face has been dis-
torted to further enhance the impression of the Sumo
wrestler, with somewhat comical effect. The current
implementation allows selection of eight avatar bodies
(for each of the three binary attribute categories).
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Concluding Remarks

Examination of the avatar concept in reference to
virtual user interaction suggested to us that there be an
increased use of the human face in the creation of an
avatar since it is the single most important visual con-
veyor of non-verbal information about the individual
user. Automatic face processing algorithms can ful-
fill several essential requirements of automating avatar
creations systems. The face processing technology al-
lows ease and rapidity of use and allow automation
of such functionalities as caricaturization or morphing
of the facial image. Use of pattern recognition tech-
niques allows automatic semantic level labelling of the
face. Indeed, systems that are not automatic and re-
quire laborious registration of image points will not
find widespread use in avatar creation. In this paper
we demonstrated the concept of automated avatar cre-
ation with a specific, but fully functional, implemen-
tation, the Egaokun avatar creation system. Egaokun
draws on Gabor wavelet coding for facial image cod-
ing, labelled elastic graph matching for image search
and pattern recognition for face classification.

Both in-house and public demonstrations of the sys-
tem (during the 1997 ATR Open House) on hundreds
of images, many taken under uncontrolled pose, light-
ing, and background conditions, showed a high degree
of accuracy of the graph positioning and face extrac-



tion module (with approximately a 2 % failure rate).
Accuracy of the classification algorithm is also suffi-
ciently high for the purposes of the Egaokun demon-
stration system, but could be improved with further re-
finements of the classification algorithm.

As the interaction of users in virtual spaces through
networked communities increases, it is inevitable that
there will be a growing need to personalize avatars.
The algorithm presented in this paper could find ap-
plications in educational systems (virtual museums or
classrooms) and also in entertainment technology, for
example interactive movies, multiple user role-playing
communities and so on. The system we described ful-
fills the need for a system which can capture the facial
image from any digital source (video or digital camera;
scanned portraits or image files on a web page) and au-
tomatically personalize a generic avatar model. Future
extensions of the Egaokun system could incorporate
image manipulation techniques which also change tex-
ture and colour information of the face. In the longer
term, the characteristics of body movement and gesture
could be acquired to further individuate an avatar. Cre-
ative manipulation of this information could be used to
hone the avatar’s “kansei”.
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